I think somebody would have been very greatly surprised if you had made your appearance. But you are not alone in the world, and you need not make such a fuss. You must not take yourself at all uneasy about it. If she is not right, there is not much to be done. I was much too far away yesterday, that you were going to Mason, and she said she was almost finished to thank you.

Eugene! I did not exactly like the tone of your letter, no regard to the profession. Now, I cannot give into my first whim, you being a lawyer. I know that you have the ability, and all that is lacking on your part is the will. I don't think being a lawyer would interfere with your domestic happiness at all; on the other hand, I myself possibly enhance it. I hope the idea...
just exactly like yours. Mother to
each other, as can express any thing
do. I know every one to believe that
each of them not sorry of the other than
they do of any one else, although
you to the play difference never do
well when we are not at other's sides.
I think when we are done to differ
and different the object of their
current affecting for fear then ful
beginning. For the moment, I thank you
not belonging in the absolute beneficent
but let your family know anything
about your affair will be, because
I would place her in our awkward
positions to feel that they knew
anything about it. I presume she
will give you satisfactory reasons
for not answering your letter now
or, I want you to come up. Also
must if a possible thing. Let me
know about it, bring your Mar-
resent when you come. Good night.
Your affectionate.